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The ultimate small business owner’s guide to finding a professional, 

competent, honest, considerate, on-time, fairly priced, and 

dependable computer consultant. 
 

Read this book, and you’ll discover the following: 
 

✓ the five types of technical support available and the 
pros and cons of each 

✓ five critical facts you must know before moving to 
the cloud 

✓ how to avoid getting ripped off, becoming 
disappointed, and paying for substandard work 

✓ twelve warning signs that you hired the wrong 
computer consultant 

✓ viruses, worms, spyware, and hackers: what you 
need to know to protect your company from 
invasion 

✓ everything you need to know about contracts, 
payment schedules, and rate negotiations 

✓ twenty-one revealing questions you should ask any 
computer consultant before giving him access to 
your company’s network 

✓ why you need to avoid “cheap” or “bargain” 
computer repair shops 

✓ how to turn technology into a competitive 
advantage instead of a drain on your time, money, 
and resources 

✓ why your business needs managed services 
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Introduction 

BUSINESS IS BECOMING (TECHNICALLY) MORE 

COMPLICATED  

There is a powerful force driving all businesses to deliver 
superior products and services faster and on tighter margins: 
technology. 

Every business, from small mom-and-pop stores to large 
enterprises, is developing a dependence on technology. Whether 
it’s e-mail, e-commerce, websites, cloud computing, database 
management, or accounting software, there are very few businesses 
that don’t have some level of dependence on their computer 
network and the various applications and data it stores. 

The upside of technological advances is tremendous. When 
applied correctly, technology can provide your business significant 
competitive advantages in faster production, increased 
productivity, improved customer service, and up-to-the-minute 
reporting for strategic planning and decision making. 

 

Downside of Technology 

The downside of this vast dependence on technology is that 
when it doesn’t work, it can become a tremendous source of 
frustration, putting a major strain on production, sales, and 
fulfillment. No business is immune from computer problems and 
failures. Without proper network maintenance, the average 
business can end up with spyware, viruses, and system crashes that 
can easily turn into major network outage, and that’s not including 
the daily computer “glitches” and problems that frustrate you and 
your employees. 

Then there’s the complexity of it all. Installing and supporting 
even a small network requires specialized knowledge and skills that 
most small business owners don’t have in-house, and the margin 
for error is greatly reduced in a small business. If a large 
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corporation makes a $50,000 technology mistake, it’s certainly not 
a good thing, but it only represents a minor blip in its overall IT 
budget. If a small business makes a $20,000—or even a $10,000—
technology mistake, it significantly impacts its profitability and cash 
flow! 

If you’re like most business owners, you probably shy away 
from things technical in nature because you don’t understand how 
they work, why they work, or how to operate them. After all, what 
you want are business solutions to drive sales and profitability, not 
whiz-bang gadgets and budget-busting non-solutions that break 
and make your life more complicated. Yet the technology that runs 
your business is too important and too expensive to ignore. 

✓ So how do you make sure that the hardware, 
software, and solutions you are investing in actually 
support your business goals and work the way they 
are supposed to? 

 

✓ How do you stay on top of technological advances 
that will give you significant competitive advantages 
while steering clear of the “latest and greatest” fads? 

 

✓ How do you make sure your data is protected from 
an ever-growing list of threats, including viruses, 
hackers, spyware, faulty hardware and software, and 
even employee sabotage? 

 

✓ And ultimately, how do you go about finding a 
reliable consultant who not only has the expertise to 
make all of this technology work for you but also the 
business acumen to recommend and implement real 
solutions that enhance productivity and profitability? 

 

That’s what this book is about: arming you with the basic 
information you need to find a trusted advisor who can help your 
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small business tame technology and turn it into a powerful, 
competitive weapon instead of a huge financial strain and source 
of problems. 

 

Computer Consultant Horror Stories  

Unfortunately, there is no shortage of horror stories about 
unbelievably bad customer service from technology companies and 
computer consultants. They range from annoying computer 
support consultants who take forever to return a phone call to 
horror stories about fly-by-night computer repair shops or 
consultants who delete all the data stored on a network as a result 
of their unethical or incompetent behavior. If you talk with your 
own friends and colleagues, I’m sure you’ll get an earful of the 
unfortunate experiences they have encountered in this area. 

The biggest reason for this is that the computer-services 
industry is not regulated like many other industries. Almost anyone 
who can turn on a computer can set up a computer repair shop, 
regardless of his actual knowledge and expertise. Compare this to 
automotive repair shops, electricians, plumbers, lawyers, realtors, 
dentists, doctors, and accountants (to name a few) who are heavily 
regulated to protect the consumer from receiving substandard 
work or getting ripped off. However, because the computer 
industry is still very new, there aren’t many laws in existence to 
protect the consumer. 

The upside is that most computer consultants are ethical and 
will not try to cheat you or take advantage of you. But unethical 
computer consultants aren’t the biggest problem—incompetent 
consultants are. Even if he is honestly trying to do a good job, his 
inexperience can cost you dearly in inflated support bills, network 
performance, security, and data loss. 

That is where this book will come in handy. It gives you basic, 
need-to-know facts to help you find an honest, competent 
consultant who can contribute to your business’ success. By arming 
more business owners with this information, I am hoping to raise 
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the standards within the computer repair and support industry and 
to give you, the consumer, information to help you guard against 
the unethical conduct or incompetence of some companies and 
consultants. 

Note: While there are plenty of women in the computer 
consulting industry, the large majority are men. For simplicity I will, 
therefore, refer to computer consultants in the masculine gender 
throughout this book. You will also notice that I sometimes use 
the term “computer consultant,” and sometimes the word 
“technician.” Both refer to the person providing advice, products, 
services, and support for your computer network. However, 
“consultant” is used to define someone with a higher level of 
expertise and knowledge, whereas “technician” connotes someone 
who simply knows how to fix computers. 

 

 

What This Book Will Teach You 

▪ how to become an educated buyer of IT support and 
services 

▪ how to avoid getting ripped off by an incompetent, 
unethical computer consultant 

▪ how to reduce your IT costs 

▪ how to secure your network and data from viruses, 
spyware, hackers, loss, natural disasters, and disgruntled 
employees 

▪ how to eliminate computer problems and headaches that 
frustrate you and waste your time 

▪ how to turn technology into a competitive advantage 
instead of a drain on your time, money, and resources 
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Chapter 1  

The True Cost of Bad Advice, Faulty Repairs, and an 

Incompetent Computer Consultant 

Every business, large or small, depends on technology at some 
level to operate. If you’ve owned a computer for more than five 
minutes, you know that no one is exempt from computer 
problems, system crashes, and downtime. While all business 
owners can relate to the sheer frustration these issues create, few 
can put a dollar figure to the actual hard cost to their business. That 
is because so much of it is soft costs related to productivity, hours 
worked, and time lost. 

What makes the cost of computer downtime even more 
difficult to determine is the fact that no business is “average,” and, 
therefore, statistics that quantify the cost of downtime for the 
average company are worthless. 

However, no business owner can deny that an interruption in 
business costs money, whether that interruption is caused by a 
server crash, hardware failure, or some other outside force. If 
you’ve ever had your business grind to a screeching halt because 
you and your employees could not access the data or systems 
necessary for operations, you must have some idea of the 
frustration and financial loss to your business, even if you didn’t 
put a pencil to figuring out the exact cost. 

Take a look at these statistics: 

▪ Companies experience an average of 501 hours of 
network downtime every year, and the overall 
downtime costs an average of 3.6 percent of annual 
revenue (Infonetics Research). 

▪ Ninety-three percent of companies that lost their data 
center for ten days or more due to a disaster filed for 
bankruptcy within one year of the disaster, and 50 
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percent filed for bankruptcy immediately (National 
Archives & Records Administration). 

▪ Twenty percent of small to medium businesses will 
suffer a major disaster causing loss of critical data every 
five years (Richmond House Group). 

▪ Last year, 40 percent of small to medium businesses 
that manage their own network and use the Internet for 
more than e-mail had their network accessed by a 
hacker, and more than 50 percent didn’t even know 
they were attacked (Gartner Group). 

▪ Of those companies participating in the Contingency 
Planning and Management Cost of Downtime Survey, 
46 percent said each hour of downtime would cost their 
companies up to $50,000; 28 percent said each hour 
would cost between $51,000 and $250,000; 18 percent 
said each hour would cost between $251,000 and $1 
million; and 8 percent said it would cost their 
companies more than $1 million per hour (“Cost of 
Downtime Survey Results,” 2001). 

▪ Cybercriminals stole an average of $900 from each of 
three million Americans in the past year, and that 
doesn’t include the hundreds of thousands of PCs 
rendered useless by spyware (Gartner Group). 

But even if you don’t factor in the soft costs of lost 
productivity, there is a hard cost of repairing and restoring your 
network. Most major network repairs will require an average of 
four to eight hours to get the network back up and running. Plus, 
most consultants can’t get on-site to resolve the problem for 
twenty-four to forty-eight hours. That means your network could 
be down for one to two days. 

Since the computer consultants may charge over $125 per hour, 
plus a trip fee and a surcharge if it’s an emergency, the average cost 
of these repairs is $600–$1,000. Over a year, this results in $1,800–
$3,000 in costs, not including hardware and software or lost sales 
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and work hours. Of course, those numbers quickly multiply with 
larger, more complex networks. 

 

The Cost of Bad Advice 

In addition to downtime, there is another expense that most 
business owners don’t consider: the cost of bad advice when an 
inexperienced consultant recommends a product, service, or 
project that is unnecessary or incorrect for your specific situation. 

Another form of bad advice is when a computer consultant 
doesn’t take into consideration all the pitfalls and situations that 
will arise when implementing your project and grossly 
underestimates the time and money it will take to successfully 
complete it. When a consultant makes this mistake, your project 
ends up way over schedule, and costs you 2 to 3 times as much in 
unexpected fees, hardware, and software. 

It’s gotten so bad that Network World recently noted: 
“Increasingly, IT customers are crying malpractice and railing 
against slipped implementation schedules, compounded consulting 
fees, and disappointing product performance.” 

Although the price of bad advice is hard to measure, if you’ve 
ever been disappointed or burned by a so-called IT expert, you 
know the costs to your business are painfully high. 

Here are just a few of the ways bad IT advice can cost you: 

▪ paying for unnecessary projects, software, or hardware 

▪ paying too much for repairs, software, and hardware 

▪ accumulating downtime, unstable networks, data loss, 
and security breaches 

▪ getting stuck with a “solution” that doesn’t really solve 
your problems 

▪ increasing the time and work you and your employees 
invest in rolling out a project 
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▪ paying double by having a competent consultant fix 
what the first person messed up or complete the 
project you originally wanted implemented 

▪ incurring litigation costs to get your money back from 
a technician who ripped you off 

▪ dealing with the sheer frustration of the problems 
resulting from poor advice 

 
Trouble is, it’s hard to know that you’re paying for bad advice, 

until you are already neck deep into the problems. By the time you 
get the first inkling that you hired the wrong person, you’ve already 
invested a considerable amount of time and money, making it 
difficult, if not impossible, to end the project and look for someone 
else. That’s why the information in this book is so critical. Your 
best defense against all this heartache is to become an educated 
consumer who does your homework. 
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Chapter 2 

What Are your Options for Technical Support? 

With the constant changes to technology and the daily 
development of new threats, even a small network requires 
ongoing maintenance from a highly trained consultant to ward off 
viruses, spam, spyware, slowness, user errors, and data loss. 
However, hiring a full-time IT person is not always feasible for 
small to medium businesses. If your business can’t justify hiring an 
IT manager, you have only three options for computer support: 

Option 1: Don’t do anything 

This is really foolish, but we see it every day: businesses that 
don’t pay attention to the care and maintenance of their network 
until it stops working. Then they are forced to call in an expert to 
repair or replace whatever caused the problem. 

This reactive model of network support is similar to ignoring 
oil and filter changes in your car until smoke starts pouring out 
from under the hood. Taking a reactive approach to network 
maintenance is a surefire path to extensive downtime, lost data, and 
excessive spending on IT support, not to mention major 
disruptions in staff productivity, sales, production, and customer 
service. Even if your computer network appears to be working fine, 
there are a number of daily, weekly, and monthly maintenance tasks 
that must be performed to keep your data secure and your system 
running smoothly. A short list of these tasks includes 

▪ virus scans and updates, 

▪ security patches and updates, 

▪ system backups and disaster-recovery planning, 

▪ spyware detection and removal, 

▪ server and desktop optimization, 

▪ employee policies and monitoring, 
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▪ intrusion detection and prevention, and 

▪ spam filtering. 

If you run specialized practice-management, customer-
relationship management, or production software, or if you have 
multiple locations, a wireless network, highly sensitive data (as in 
financial or medical organizations), or other specialized needs, the 
list will get longer. Remember, your computer network is just like 
your car or your house. They all need regular maintenance to avoid 
problems. 

If you learn only one lesson from this book, I hope it will be to 
proactively monitor, maintain, and secure your network instead of 
choosing to react to network and computer problems as they arise. 
Aside from a telephone, your computer network and the data on it 
are undoubtedly the most important business tools in your office. 
When they are unavailable, all productive work comes to a grinding 
halt. 

As the old saying goes, “An ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure”; this goes double for your computer network. 
Unfortunately, most business owners are under the incorrect 
assumption that regular computer maintenance is not necessary, 
and therefore only call in an experienced consultant when 
something goes wrong. As we stated previously, this model of 
“break-fix” computer support is not a good idea, especially if the 
operation of your network and the data on it are important to your 
business. 

Option 2: Do it yourself 

Although this option is better than doing nothing, it still puts 
you at risk for computer network disasters. Instead of hiring a 
qualified consultant to support your network, you designate the 
most technically knowledgeable person on staff to be your 
makeshift IT manager, and bring in outside help only when you 
run into a network crisis you can’t solve. 
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Problem is, you are pulling these people away from the real job 
you hired him to do, and unless they have the time to stay up-to-
date on the latest developments in IT support, security, and 
management, they don’t have the skills or time required to properly 
maintain and secure your network and could actually worsen the 
situation. This inevitably results in a network that is ill-maintained 
and unstable, which may cause excessive downtime, overspending 
on IT support, and expensive recovery costs. 

Another variation of this option is to get your neighbor’s kid or 
a friend to provide computer support on a part-time basis. This is 
a mistake for two reasons: First, they may not be fully qualified to 
handle the job, so they could make things worse. They may be able 
to fix the problem in the short term, but they might not have the 
time or expertise to get to the root of the matter. Second, friends 
and neighbors may not always be available when you need them. If 
your server goes down at 9:00 a.m., they might not be able to come 
until later that day or evening, or next week, causing you to lose a 
full day or more of productivity. 

Also, as mentioned previously, your well-meaning friends are 
providing reactive support. As with all things in life and business, 
it is far less expensive to prevent problems than to clean them up. 
If your part-time technician is not performing regular maintenance 
and monitoring of your network, you are susceptible to more 
problems. 

Option 3: Outsource your support to a competent consultant 

Obviously, this is going to be the fastest and surest way to solve 
your computer problems. However, there are an ever-growing 
number of companies springing up across the country that offer 
computer repair services and support, which makes it difficult for 
business owners to know which vendor is right for them. 

As it stands today, there are five types of external computer 
support you can use: 

1. Vendor support 
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Phone support is provided by Dell, HP, Microsoft, or 
any of the big software and hardware vendors. If you’ve 
ever tried to get technical support from a large 
manufacturer or store, you know how frustrating it can be. 

First, many vendors don’t provide free support. If they 
do, it is usually very limited and only available by e-mail or 
web response forms. If you are lucky enough to reach the 
support department, you’ll end up going through a maze 
of phone options before you get a live person, and then the 
person is usually a nontechnical customer service 
representative who can’t provide any real assistance. In 
most cases, the vendor will be located in another country 
and may even be difficult to understand. (Many technology 
companies outsource their customer service because it’s 
cheaper than employing US workers.) You’ll also get a 
different person every time you call, and most will not have 
any particular knowledge about your business or what you 
are trying to achieve. 

Here’s another problem with vendor support: vendors 
aren’t going to help you solve problems that aren’t related 
directly to their hardware or software. For example, let’s 
suppose you’re having trouble connecting to the Internet, 
so you call your local provider. If their service is not 
causing the problem, you’re stuck. Maybe your firewall is 
not configured right. Maybe the cable is not connected 
properly. If your problem is even partially related to 
another software or piece of hardware on your system, they 
won’t help you. 

 

2. Computer support hotline services 

These services work like prepaid calling cards. For a set 
fee, you’ll get an 800 number to call for 24/7 technical 
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support. Sounds reasonable, but it’s not all it’s cracked up 
to be. 

If you are a home user with simple application 
problems and questions, this service may work well for 
you. However, if you are a business with mission-critical 
data, the last thing you want is a junior technician giving 
you advice. Also, some problems simply need to be 
analyzed on-site. Finally, these services are set up to deliver 
basic computer support, not to troubleshoot server 
problems, help with data recovery, or provide proactive 
maintenance. 

3. The part-time technician just getting started 

This is usually someone who left a job in the IT 
department of a company, got fired, or lost a job due to 
downsizing. Either way, he decided to start his own 
business with the dream of making lots of money by 
providing computer support to small businesses. 

In many cases, he will try to do a good job for you. He 
means well, will often work cheap, and is usually eager to 
please. He might even have been referred to you by a friend 
or business colleague. 

Although he has every intention of providing you with 
a good service, there are some things you need to consider 
before hiring him to work on your network. Since most of 
these folks work from home, they don’t have a secretary or 
office staff to handle your requests. When you call, you’ll 
either get 

▪ an answering machine 

▪ a spouse, friend, or child who will take a message 
(which might or might not reach the technician) 

▪ no answer and no voice mail; the phone just keeps 
ringing 
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▪ the technician on his cell phone. Unfortunately, 
he’s usually at another client’s site, in his car, or 
taking care of some personal business. (You catch 
him at the doctor’s office or in a noisy restaurant.) 

The problem with this choice is response time: if you 
have a major network crisis, you need to know that you can 
get in touch with your consultant and get a call back or 
response immediately. But it doesn’t end there… 

Another problem you’ll encounter is availability: the 
technician might not always be around when you need him. 
What happens if he leaves town for a week or has to go to 
the hospital? Or two or more of his clients experience a 
major emergency at the same time? Or the going gets 
tough, and he decides to take another job? These are all 
scenarios that happen frequently with computer 
technicians who haven’t established best practices and 
systems in their businesses. And if he is supporting your 
network only part time, you can bet your emergency is 
going to take a back seat to his full-time employer. 

Guaranteeing his work is another problem for the part 
timer. Most don’t have a professional contract, proposal, 
or invoice to give you, which means you have no written 
paperwork or contractual agreements to fall back on if 
things go wrong. Plus, most don’t carry insurance and can’t 
compensate you if they accidentally screw up your network 
or cause you to lose data. 

Even if he guarantees his work, how do you know he’ll 
be around to fulfill his promises? Addresses and phone 
numbers can be changed instantly, and your one-man-
wonder can disappear, leaving you no recourse or recovery. 

4. The “major player” tech-support company 

This vendor is the complete opposite of the one-man-
band. It may have multiple technicians, multiple locations, 
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and a support crew. It might even have locations across the 
globe. There are many first-rate computer-support 
companies in this category that can be trusted to do a good 
job for you. As a matter of fact, many have the staff and 
resources to do an outstanding job. 

So what’s the problem? Their schedule, price, and 
availability! In many cases, these companies are so busy 
servicing a number of large, profitable clients, that they 
might not give a small business owner the service, response 
time, and support you want. They also may charge you 
exorbitant fees to cover their massive overhead of staff and 
offices. If you own a big business with a big IT budget, 
you’ll do just fine with this type of company. However, if 
you own a small or medium business with a conservative 
IT budget, this may not be the best option for you. 

Since you don’t represent a large windfall of profits for 
them, big tech-support companies may delegate their 
junior technicians who are just learning the ropes to 
support your network, saving the experienced consultants 
for their more profitable clients. As a business owner 
yourself, you can hardly blame them for taking this 
approach, but as a customer, you don’t want to be the small 
fish who is easily brushed aside. 

Just like the big vendors, the larger the tech-support 
companies get, the less personalized the service becomes. 
You may not always get the same consultant working on 
your network, and you might not be able to talk directly 
with a consultant when you call. Being part of a large 
franchise doesn’t guarantee great service either; it just 
means they were able to write a check to cover the 
franchise costs. That doesn’t automatically buy them good 
business sense, technical skills, or customer-focused 
service. 
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5. An independently owned computer consulting 
firm 

You might accuse me of being biased here, but please 
give me a minute to explain my position before you dismiss 
my advice. 

First of all, I’ve been doing business in this industry for 
twenty-five-plus years, so I have considerable experience 
working with, and talking to, hundreds of other small 
business computer consultants. I’ve seen the horror stories 
and heard the complaints business owners have with all 
technology service vendors. Based on that experience, I 
think the best option for a small business is an independent 
consulting firm that is locally owned and operated. 

The business you choose to support your network 
should be large enough to provide backup support and fast 
response times but small enough to provide personal 
service. That is the way we’ve modeled our company, and 
we’ve been able to deliver consistent, professional services. 

We certainly don’t feel as though our model is the sole 
option you can choose, and the size of a company is 
certainly not the only way to know in advance how 
professional and competent it will be. There are firms in all 
the choices outlined above that will do a great job for you. 

The remainder of this book will further outline what to 
look for when choosing a computer consultant for your 
business. 
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VALUABLE, HASSLE-FREE COMPUTER SUPPORT COUPON FOR A FREE TWENTY-

SEVEN-POINT PROBLEM-PREVENTION NETWORK AUDIT 

($997 Value) 

Don’t let computer problems take over your business! If you are a 

business owner with ten or more PCs, I’d like to offer you a free twenty-

seven-point problem-prevention network audit to 

• diagnose any ongoing problems or concerns you have with the 
computers on your network; 

• scan for hidden viruses, spyware, and loopholes in your network 
security that could allow hackers and other cybercriminals to access 
your confidential information; 

• check your system backups to make sure they are not corrupted 
and can be recovered in case of an emergency; 

• review your network configuration and peripheral devices to 
ensure that you are getting the maximum performance and speed 
from your machines; 

• review your server file logs to look for looming problems or 
conflicts that can cause unexpected downtime; and 

• check that all security updates and patches are in place. 

 

 

HASSLE-FREE COMPUTER SUPPORT 
COUPON ($997 Value) 

Call Marco Liquori at 413-729-9001, and say that you want the free 
twenty-seven-point problem-prevention network audit. 

No duplicate coupons or copies will be accepted. 
This offer can’t be sold, traded, or combined with any other offers. 
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Add shipping and handling @ $3 per book: $_________________ 
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48 Court Street 
Westfield, MA 01085 
 

Credit Card:  Visa  MC  Amex  Discover 
Card Number: _________________________________________ 
Expiration Date: _______________________________CVV____ 
Signature: _____________________________________________ 

 
Thank you for your order! 
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Master Technology Strategist 
for Small Businesses: 

Marco Liquori 
 

Coauthor of Strategic IT Buyer: How Successful Small 
Business Owners Manage IT to Maximize Profits 

 

Marco Liquori is owner and founder of NetLogix, 
Inc. in Westfield, MA, a Managed IT Security 
Services firm.  Marco has over 25 years of IT 
experience servicing small businesses 
throughout New England with expertise in 
Insurance, Legal, Medical & Professional 
Services. He specializes in providing consulting 
services centered around data security, data 
protection, and disaster recovery solutions for 

businesses of all sizes. Marco was named to the 2008 class of the 
Business West Forty Under 40, recognizing young business and 
community leaders of Western Massachusetts. 

 

 
48 Court Street, Westfield MA 01085 

800.746.3513 • 413.568.2777 
netlogix.com 

 
Helping small business owners eliminate 
technology headaches finally and forever 

 

http://www.inserturlhere.com/

